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Abstract 
Berg, L., On the discretization of generalized Riccati differential equations with constant coefficients, Journal 
of Computational and Applied Mathematics 47 (1993) 277-283. 
Systems of linear and quadratic differential equations with constant coefficients are approximated by means of 
a modified trapezoidal rule. In particular, we consider cases where a quadratic or cubic integral exists which 
remains completely or approximately invariant. The paper ends with an explicit solution of a nonlinear 
recursion. 
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1. Introduction 
Let us consider the real system of quadratic differential equations 
(z’)’ =zTAit + bjz +f’(t), (1) 
with i= l,..., m for the unknown functions z’(t) and z = ( zl,. . . , zmjT. The functions f’(t) 
are given and also the constant entries of the m X m matrices A, and B = (b,, . . . , bJT with 
the rows bi=(bil,..., b,,). Without loss of generality we assume the matrices Ai to be 
symmetric. The system (1) is a generalization of the Riccati system 
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with m X m matrices A, B, C, F(t), Z(t). Choosing a mesh size h and the notations t, = nh, 
f,’ =f’(t,) with integers IZ, we replace (1) by the difference equations 
L(zA+, -z;> =z,TAiZ,*+l +;bj(Z,+l +z,) + ;(fif+l +f$, 
h 
for the approximations z, = (z:, . . . , z,“) of z(t,>. In view of the approximations 
zT(t)Az(t +h) =z’(t)Az(t) +zT(t)Az’(t)h + 0(h2), 
;[ zT(t + h)Az(t i-h) +zT(t)Az(t)] =zT(t)Az(t) +zT(t)Az’(t)h + 0(h2), 
for h + 0 and any matrix A, the discretization method (2) can be considered as a modified 
trapezoidal rule. However, contrary to the usual implicit case, system (2) is linear with respect 
to Zn+l and therefore easier to handle. 
The trapezoidal rule has the well-known property that various conservation principles of 
classical mechanics remain valid, in particular some energy integrals remain invariant, cf. [1,3] 
and the conservative schemes in [6]. 
2. Linear systems 
Preliminarily, we consider a special case of(l), namely the real homogeneous m-dimensional 
system 
z’ = Bz, (3) 
and ask for the existence of an integral of the form 
zTAz = const., (4) 
where A is a symmetric nonzero m X m matrix with constant entries. 
Theorem 1. The linear system (3) has the integral (4), if and only if there exists a constant matrix 
Cwith CT= -Cand 
AB =ACA. (5) 
Proof. (i) The general solution of (3) is 
z = eB’zO, 
so that we obtain 
zTAz = zOeBT’AeB1zO. 
The condition (5) implies AB” = (AC)“A. Hence, using the antisymmetry of C, we obtain 
/leBl = eACtA = e-ACTtA = e-B=tA 
and therefore zTAz = z:Az,, i.e., the wanted equation (4). 
(ii) Conversely, by differentiation we find from (4), in view of (31, 
zTAz’ = zTABz = 0. 
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Since the vector z can be arbitrary, the matrix of the quadratic form must be antisymmetric, so 
that we obtain 
AB+BTA=O. (6) 
If A is a regular matrix, then (6) implies (5) with the antisymmetric matrix C = -A _ ‘BT, and 
(5) can be simplified to B = CA. Otherwise, we consider the Jordan normal form 
A = U=DU, 
where U is an orthogonal and D a diagonal matrix, and (6) changes into 
DS+STD=O, 
where S = UBUT. With the block representations 
where D, is a regular diagonal matrix, we obtain D,,S,, + SzD0 = 0 and S, = 0. From this it 
follows that S, = C,D, with C,, = -D; ‘St and COT = -C,, so that B = UTSU implies 
B=UT(‘cO 13)U. 
Finally, we obtain 
AB=UT D$Do ;)U=AU=( 2 ;)UA, 
and therefore (5), where C is the matrix on the right-hand side between the two factors A. 0 
Remark 2. If B is a singular matrix and uT a solution of aTB = 0, then A = auT satisfies (5) 
with C = 0, and (4) can be simplified to uTz = const. If A is a regular matrix, then (6) implies 
tr B = 0. 
Theorem 3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 
=,+1 -z, = ;hB(z,+, +z,) 
also satisfy (4). 
Proof. From (2’) we obtain, by means of (61, 
1 the solutions of the trapezoidal rule 
Ak+, -zJ = - +hBT A(zn+1 +znL 
and therefore 
(z;f+, +z;)A(z,+~ -z,,) = -+h(z;f+, +z;r)BTA(zntl +z,J 
= - (z,T+, - z,T)A(zn+1+ zn>. 
Since a quadratic form is a scalar, we have .zz+ 1AZ, = zlfAz, + ,. Hence we obtain 
z:+ , AZ, + I= z;fAz, 
(2’) 
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and finally 
z,TAz, = z;AzO. q 
Remark 4. The statement of Theorem 3 can be wrong if the integral is not a quadratic form. 
This is shown by the simple two-dimensional example 
xr =x, Y’=aY, 
with the integral yx-a = const. The solutions of the trapezoidal rule 
X n+l -X, =qx,+1 +x.)7 Yn+l -Y, =qy,+, +Yn), 
with k = ih satisfy y,xib = const., with 
b = (ln~)/(ln~), 
so that b # a for a f 0, 1, - 1, but b -+ a for k + 0. 
3. Quadratic systems 
Now, we pass on to quadratic differential equations. For the simple example y’ = y2 the 
method (2) becomes y,+r -y, =hynyn+i, which implies l/yn+r - l/y, = -h, and therefore 
l/y, - l/y, = -hn, or, finally, y, = y,/(l - hny,). This is again the exact solution of the 
corresponding differential equation in the discrete points, cf. [4]. 
In the two-dimensional case we have the following result. 
Theorem 5. The quadratic system 
x’ = bx2 + 2cxy + 3dy2, y’= -3ax2-2bxy-cy2 (7) 
has the integral 
ax3 + bx2y + cxy2 + dy3 = const., 
and the solutions of the corresponding method (2) 
(8) 
X n+l -X, = h(bX,X,+l + CY~X,+~ + cxn~n+l+ 3dyny,+A 
(9) 
Y n+l - y, = -h(3ax,x n+l +by,x,+l +bx,~n+~ +cY,Y,+,) 
satisfy 
ax; + bx;y, + cx, y,2 + dy; 
1 + h2[(3ac - b2)x,2 + (9ad - bc)xnyn + (3bd - c2)y,2] = const’ (10) 
Proof. The first statement can easily be checked. To prove the second statement, we first solve 
the linear system (9) and find 
X nil = ; [ x, + h(bx,2 + 2cx,y, + 3dy;)], 
(11) 
Y n+l = ~(y~-h(3ux;+Zbx,y,+cy,2)l 
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with 
A = 1 + h2[(3 ac - b2)X,2 + (9ad - bc)xnyn + (3bd - c2)y;]. 
Now we have to show that under the replacement (11) the equation (10) is independent of K 
This was checked on a Philips P-3230 computer by means of the DERIVE 2.01 system. Here 
we only show the calculations in the special case b = c = 0, where 
and 
with A 
and 
ax3 + dy3 
1 + 9h’aatxy 
= const. 
u = ;(x + 3dhy2), u = i(Y -3&.X2), 
1 + 9adh2xy in simplified notations. From 
au3 + bu3 = +(a3 + dy3)[1 + 27adh2(dhy3 +xy -&x3)] 
(10’) 
(11’) 
1 + 9adh2uu = ; [ I+ 18adh2xy + 9adh2(xy + 3dhy3 - 3ahx3)], 
we immediately see the invariance of (10’) under the substitution x + U, y --) u with (ll’), and 
the theorem is proved. •I 
Let us mention that the inverse of the transformation (11’) has the same form, only with -h 
instead of h. 
Example 6. Another example for quadratic equations is the Volterra-Lotka system 
x’ =x(1 - y), Y’ =y(x - I>, 
with the integral 
x-ln x+y-ln y=const., 
cf. [2]. The method (2) 
x n+l -X, = k(Xn+l +X, -Ynxn+l -xnYn+I), 
Y n+l -Y, ‘k(XnYn+l +YnXn+l -Yn+1 -YA 
with k = $z reads explicitly 
(12) 
X ,,+I=~[(l+k)2-k(l-k)y,-k(l+k)x,], 
Y n+l= ~[(l-k)2+k(l+k)x,+k(l-k)y,], 
(13) 
where A = 1 - k2 - k(1 - k)x, + k(1 + k)y,. 
Starting with x0 = 0.5 and y, = 1, computer calculations give for k = 0.1 a good approxima- 
tion of the curve (12) in the (x, y)-plane, cf. Fig. 1, which deforms for increasing k up to 
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Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
k = 0.675 69 to Fig. 2, whereas for k = 0.6757 the calculations break down in view of overflow. 
The curve in Fig. 2 reminds of the curve in [5, Fig. 521. 
For k = 1 we can construct an explicit solution, because the equations (13) turn over into 
x, =Y~+~ and 
Y n+lYn-1 =Y,(2-YJ. 
If we introduce the substitution y, = 2-n~,~,_1, we obtain the new recursion 
u,u,_3 + u,_2u,_i = 2”. (14) 
From u_, = u0 = u1 = 1 we get the old initial values x0 = 4, y0 = 1, and we find for the next 23 
values u, with II 2 2 the integers 
3, 5, 1, 9, 11, 29, -7, 65, 51, 181, -79, 441, 283, 1165, 
-599, 2929, 1731, 7589, -4127, 19305, 11051, 49661, -27559, 
as well as u _2 = 1, u_~ = 0. It is easy to check for these values the linear equations 
U& + U&-i = 2%-D u4n+1+ U4n = 2U4n-17 
U4n+2 + ‘4n+l = 4U4n-l, U4n+3 + ‘4n+2 = 8U4n-17 
which can be reduced to 
with P,, = ~4~_2, 4, = ~4~~1. In what follows we need the notations 
A=(_; ;), B=i(-; _;). 
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Then in view of p0 = q,, = 1 the last two equations of (15) have the explicit solution (p,, q,>= = 
A”(1 lJT. We have to show that (1.5) with this result solves (14) for all positive integers n. For 
4n instead of n the left-hand side of (14) becomes, if we drop the index n, 
;(2P-q)(-P+q)+Pq=;(-2P2+5Pq-q2)=(P 4)B(P q)T. 
Hence, in view of (1 l)B(l ljT = 1 and ATM = 16B, which implies (A’>“BA” = 24”B, (14) is 
proved for IZ = 0 mod 4. In the remaining three cases with 4n + i instead of II, the left-hand 
side of (34) becomes for i = 1, 2, 3, 
( -2P + 3q)p + q(2p - q) = - 2P2 + 5Pq - q*, 
(2p + q)q -t (2p - q)( -2p + 3q) = -4p* + 1opq - 2q*, 
(-2p+74)(2p-q)+(-2p+3q)(2p+q)= -8p2+20pq-4q*, 
so that in any case the right-hand side gets a factor 2, and (14) is proved completely. 
The matrix A has the eigenvalues A ,,2 = i ( 9 + J1?), so that y, is unbounded, and in view of 
the periodicity of the signs, (xn, y,) diverges in form of a spiral. 
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